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After over a decade of a very intense exploratory phase, fullerene chemistry 
has now establlished itself as a more mature field, which sets new goals and 
higher quality requirements for synthetic chemists. New knowledge and 
experiences accumulated in recent years by scientists call for some of the earlier 
synthetic reports to be re-examined, and corrected when necessary.  
A recent example of such work on the synthesis of chlorofullerene, C60Cl6, was 
reported by our group [1].  

At the same time, novel areas of fullerene synthetic chemistry continue to 
emerge nowadays. This is explained by the unique chemical nature of fullerenes 
which combine high chemical reactivity and unprecedented diversity of the 
isomeric structures of derivatives. The family of fullerene substrates continues 
to grow rapidly due to discoveries of new derivatives or even new cage 
structures [2].  

In this report, we shall describe some of the latest developments in the 
exohedral derivatization of fullerenes from our labs. These include both new 
synthetic directions and techniques, and re-examinations of the chemical 
reactions reported previously by us or others. Besides C60 and various higher 
fullerenes, our studies also include a new promising class of clusterfullerenes - 
trimetallic nitride clusterfullerenes [3]. Decoration of metallofullerene spheres 
with various functional groups brings about a dramatic change in properties, 
which may be beneficial in potential applications.  
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